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I'm Nicole Nenninger - a coach, counselor, course

creator, and author - who helps midlife women

transform their midlife into their best life by

showing them how to shine their light from the

inside out!

Welcome!
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What You'll Learn
Why midlife can feel kinda crappy and what you can do about it.1
Steps to overcome the overwhelm (go from stressed mess to

cool as a cucumber).2
Steps to overcome the underwhelm (go from dissatisfied and

bored with your life to feeling incredible vitality). 3
Leave with tangible actions to help make your midlife more

manageable, meaningful, and a whole lot happier.4



What If Today Was Your Last Day?
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It wouldn't be your midlife anymore. How

does this change things?

What would you regret?

What would you celebrate? What

accomplishments and successes light you

up?

 

What do you still want to do?

What do you really, I mean REALLY, want to

do, to be, to have?

What's keeping you from being, doing,

having your best life?

 



What Is the Big Deal About Midlife?
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It's the central point of your life. 

You struggle with aging, purpose, vitality,

and overwhelm. 

Some develop depression + anxiety.

 

Boredom, discontent, exhaustion, and

increase/decrease in sexual desire.

Feel restless + dissatisfied, wanting to do

something different.

Confusion, questioning, irritability,

sadness. 
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Problem: The Overwhelm

Overwhelm is a belief and negative

thought habit.

You're struggling to prioritize your

values and needs.

Time management, clarity, simplicity,

order + organization.



Tips to Tackle Overwhelm
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Think of things you're grateful for - shift

your energy.

Ask for help; delegate.

Uni-task - break the multitask habit.

Get in touch with your values, your

purpose, and do the Wheel of Life

Exercise to provide a compass.

 

When you hear yourself think

"overwhelm," change your thought ("I've

got this!" or "I am calm and confident.")

Breathe.

Write a list of your most important to-do's

for the day and check them off.

Organize/clean one area of your

office/home.

 



What Do You Believe You Are Capable
of Doing?
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Find 2 affirmations that would make the

most change in your habits - for the 2 areas

of your life you are most dissatisfied with.

Combine them into 1 sentence and write it

out 50 times daily.

Write when there are no distractions. Get

into a happy space.

 

Align new thoughts to create new

beliefs and habits.

Repetition or significant emotion

change habits.

 



How Would Your Life Be Different If
You Were Living Your Best Life?
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How will you feel when you reach them?

Who are you with? What are you doing?

How are you being and showing up?

What do you need right now to make this

happen?

What does your life look like when you are in

alignment with your true self?

 

What kind of impact to you want

to make? What are your goals?

What are the goals that are a

stretch, but you know you can

reach them?

What are your fantasy goals- the

ones you really, really want?

 



Tips to Tackle Underwhelm
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What is underneath the surface of your

dissatisfaction? Journal on this. Pretend it's

a friend and ask yourself how you would

help them.

Do the Wheel of Life Exercise and focus on

the areas that need the most attention.

Change up your routine, a room in your

house, what you eat- introduce some

newness to spark more joy.

 

Gratitude list.

Inspiration list - who, what inspires

you? How can you show up as an

inspiration?

What hobbies/interests do you

want to try out? Do something

different.

Create a vision board.

 



Here's How You Can Start Showing Up

methods you can use right now to help you take

back control of your life and get your life back.
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Here's How You Can Start Showing Up

Create a goal list of stretch goals and

vision goals. Think about WHY you want

them.

Before bedtime, list your 6 most important

action steps that will help move you toward

your goals.

Review your goals and everyday take action

toward your goals.

 

Choose 2 areas of your life that

need the most focus and

attention.

Create 2 affirmations (1 for

each) and combine them. Write

them 50 times daily for 50 days.

Write at the same time every day

and get yourself into a great

energy.
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Begin with the Karate Chop Point using 4 fingers, and tap 4-5 times

while saying "Even though I am scared of change, I deeply love

and accept myself." Say this 3 times.

Next, go through the 8 tapping points, tapping each spot 5-7 times,

and repeating "I am scared of change" for each point. Repeat the

rounds 2 more times.

Next, go through the tapping points saying your affirmation. For

example, "I am earning double my income" or "I am calm and

confident." Do this for 2 more rounds. 

Check in after each round of tapping to see how you're feeling. 

Change the statement to reflect what is true for you.

 

How to Use EFT/Tapping With Affirmations
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Your Take-Aways
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Midlife is a significant time in your life - and

you have the power to transform it using

affirmations and goal-setting as part of it.

If you've lost touch with any part of your life,

your beliefs and thoughts can be changed.

Underwhelm and overwhelm do not have to

be part of your vocabulary. You have choice

and you have power.

 

Choose 2 areas of your life that

need the most focus and

attention.

Write out your affirmations daily.

And, tap on your affirmations.

Create a list of your goals. Before

bed, list 6 steps (inspired actions)

you can take to move you toward

those goals.

 



8 incredibly powerful lessons that will change your life

Find more meaning and your

purpose in life.

How to heal your hurt and get

past what's holding you back.

How to get in touch with who you

authentically are and live from a

new baseline.

How to raise your vibration and

shift your mindset.

 

What's Inner Illumination About?
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How to take control of stress and

anxiety.

Videos, audios, workbook, and a

planner to help you get the most

out of this program.

Benefit from my years of

education + experience in the

field.

 



8 incredibly powerful lessons that will change your life

Visioning

Looking Back With Fondness

What Got You Here Won't Get

You There

Changing Your Life from the

Inside Out

1.

2.

3.

4.

What's Inner Illumination About?

5. Creating a New Baseline

6. How to Raise Your Vibe and Change Your

Mindset

7. How to Take Control of Stress and Anxiety

8. Finding Your Big Why and Your Compass

for Life
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30 day money back guarantee and access to

our amazing and supportive FB group.

8 weeks of powerful & proven-to-work tips,

tools, and techniques (habits take @67 days).

Bonus #1: Complete Course Workbook and

Access to Special Resources Webpage

Bonus #2: FREE 1:1 30-Minute Goal-Setting

Call with Nicole
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Inner Illumination

$497 for the 8 week course

A Midlife Makeover Course to Transform Your Midlife Into Your Best Life (from the inside out!)

Use the Coupon Code in the Masterclass to Get $200 off!

ENROLL NOW!

http://nicolenenninger.com/inner-illumination-course-sign-up/
http://nicolenenninger.com/inner-illumination-course-sign-up/
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Whatever we plant in

our subconscious mind

and nourish with

repetition and emotion

will one day become a

reality.

-Earl Nightingale
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Intentional living is the

art of making our own

choices before others'

choices make us.

-Richie Norton
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Let us postpone nothing.

Let us balance life's

account every day...One

who daily puts the finishing

touches to his/her life is

never in want of time.

-Seneca


